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ABSTRACT 

 

The Title of this thesis is “Natural disaster tracking in context of Bangladesh using data 

mining”. The life of people of Bangladesh has often been shaped by tragedy. We know 

that Bangladesh is a land of natural disaster. Natural disaster is a common problem of 

Bangladesh. Cyclones, floods, river erosion, storm, thundering are common phenomena 

for us. A lots of peoples, animal are injure and die for attacking those disasters. Huge 

number of properties such as home, road, bridge, education institutes are damage and 

destroy reason of natural disasters. Natural disaster give us a big number of loses value. 

Those are directly hit to economic point of our country. So that in this research work I 

collected last year data using web scraping algorithm then implement this data set using 

different type of Algorithm and prediction result are given by this system. This result 

are helpful for preparing purpose of upcoming natural disasters .By using this system 

our government take a necessary step before upcoming year natural disaster. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Bangladesh is a natural disasters prone country. It has a land area of 147,570 square kilometers 

(56,980 sq. mi) with population nearing 164.7 million. In our country most of the land area are 

affected by natural disasters. Every year some of natural disasters such as floods, cyclones, river 

erosion, storm, thundering destroy the life and property every year. Those disasters the most 

familiar problem in Bangladesh. 

1.2 Motivation  

Bangladesh is land of natural disasters. Most of the time we don’t know how many people, property 

and how much loses value that we losing in every year by attacking natural disasters. Reason of 

those issues I build a system for knowing about those information for betterment of country 

peoples.  

1.3 Rationale of the study  

In our country most of the time affected by natural disasters. Many people are victim of those 

disasters. They are loses their property and destroys their crops land. This is the big issue of our 

country which one directly affected to economic growth of our country. Rationale of the study of 

the research to find prediction of damaging rate of disasters. 

1.4 Research Questions 

Research questions of this topic is why I research about it? And how implement it in data mining? 

I want to build a system which is it track a natural disaster via using a data mining. I use different 

type of prediction algorithm and classifier algorithm for get a best output for this research. There 

were no research about natural disaster tracking in context of Bangladesh. This system really give 

a best result and also accurate result.  
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By using this system our government take a necessary step before upcoming year natural disaster. 

That is the reason are research and implementation about this topic.  

1.5 Objectives  

 Getting an information from newspaper for create a dataset by using web scraping.  

 Organize dataset to target structural format from raw dataset. 

 Use a prediction algorithm for data analysis. 

 Finally getting a most affected disasters list, Affected area by specific disasters , Disaster 

affecting information and most affected disaster in specific place will performed by the 

proposed statistical model.  

1.6 Expected Output  

By using this system our government and many Non-government organization (NGO) are easily 

to know information about natural disasters and take a perfect step for peoples. They able to know 

what is loses value of any kind of disasters. They can find a most affected place by dataset using 

those algorithm. 

1.7 Report Layout  

Chapter 1: In this chapter I described about the motivation, objectives and expected outcome of 

this research. 

Chapter 2: This chapter I described the background study related works which is similar works 

with others works research. I also provide a short summary about research and mention a 

challenges that I faced for researching about this concept.  

Chapter 3: This chapter contains the Research Methodology. It also contains research subject and 

instrumentation, Data collection whole procedure, Statistical analysis of Algorithm and 

Implementation tools and requirement. 

Chapter 4: In this chapter Discuss about experimental Result and Descriptive analysis of this 

research. 

Chapter 5: In this chapter I described about conclusion and future work about this research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes about background of Natural disaster tracking in context of Bangladesh 

using data mining system. In this chapter I mention about study for this research and discusses 

about some similar related works. I analysis their work to finding new concept and scopes. 

The life of people of Bangladesh has often been shaped by tragedy. We know that Bangladesh is 

a land of natural disaster. Natural disaster is a common problem of Bangladesh. Cyclones, floods, 

river erosion, storm, thundering are common phenomena for us. A lots of peoples, animal are 

injure and die for attacking those disasters. Huge number of properties such as home, road, bridge, 

education institutes are damage and destroy reason of natural disasters. Natural disaster give us a 

big number of loses value. Those are directly hit to economic point of our country.  

So the concept of this research is tracking disaster to know about most affected disaster, most 

affected place of Bangladesh and to top affected place by this system from big dataset. This dataset 

are contain natural disaster data of last five year. Our government and Non-government 

organization are use this system they are perfectly know about disaster destroy rate and take a 

proper step for victim peoples.   

2.2 Related Works  

In this part I provided an information about similar works with this research. 

1. A review on application of data mining techniques to combat natural disaster: This research 

are based on natural disaster. They use different type of techniques for their required 

output. This paper published by Saptarsi Goswami, Sanjay Chakraborty, Sanhita Ghosh, 

Amlan Chakrabarti, Basabi Charkarborty [1]. 

 

2. Damage tracker a cloud and mobile system for collecting damage information after natural 

disasters: The main purpose of this research create system mainly provide a tornadoes 
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information. They collect a real-time information of tornadoes. Then based on those data 

application give a output. This paper published by Chris Hodaap, Matt Robbins, Leff Gray 

and Andrew Graettinger [2]. 

Mentioned researches influence me for think about my concept. And those worked are really 

helpful for build my system of “Natural disaster tracking in context of Bangladesh using data 

mining”. 

2.3 Research summary 

Bangladesh is a natural disaster prone country. In our country every year different kinds of natural 

disaster are attack such as flood, cyclone, river erosion, storm, thundering. Reason of attacking 

huge number of people are lose their home and destroy their crops land and they get a big number 

loses value. So that, I research about it for find a destroy rate of disaster, also find which disaster 

are mostly affected in our country in specific place and top affected area are also find using data 

mining. 

For research purpose I need a big number of real time data about natural disaster. So that I collected 

data from online newspaper which are The Daily Prothom Alo and The Daily bdnews24.com 

Those newspaper are one of the most trusted in our country. I collect different type of data about 

natural disaster and create a csv file. After that I generalize data from raw data set to targeted data 

structure. 

In Implementation part I use a different type of algorithm for getting an expected output that I 

already mention in above. I use a python language in Jupiter notebook. Jupiter notebook is a most 

popular open-source web application that allows me to create and share documents that contain 

live coding, visualization of statistical model and others required tasks. I analyze the dataset of the 

natural disaster by using different type of algorithm and machine learning techniques for getting a 

best output for tracking a disasters type form training dataset. 

 

For getting an accurate output I implement dataset in different algorithm which are Data decision 

tree, Data Naive Bayes, Data random forest and DataKNN(K-nearest neighbors). From those 
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algorithm Data decision tree give best accurate output and worst output get from Data Naïve Bayes 

algorithm. 

I use a different type of library and technique for get a visualization of statistical model of expected 

output those are required for this research purpose.    

2.4 Scope of the problem 

In this research there are so many scope for finding a different type of data analysis output by using 

data mining algorithm. It has a disaster tracking way by using analysis technique. By using this 

method can find a destroy rate of any disasters. It has a scope to find a most affected area with 

loses value. By using this technique can find a most damaging disaster in specific place. Find a 

disaster type using a machine learning from sample test data set. 

But in this research also have some scope of the problem. It has don’t have any application to find 

those information. For further development of this research using this data set can opportunity to 

develop an Android or web-based application to finding mentioned disaster information easily. 

This is the main scope of the problem of this research. 

2.5 Challenges  

When I starting this research i face some of difficulties and challenges. The big challenge is data 

collection. For collecting real data is the main challenges. There are so many source of data but 

trusted and valid are not available. I follow the trusted online newspaper which is The Daily 

Prothom Alo and The Daily bdnews24 for collecting data. When I get data it is got as a 

unstructured format. After get a data I have to create data set as targeted structure format it is a big 

challenging issue in this research.  

Second challenge is data generalization processing as required as mentioned. This task are another 

difficult part of finding the actual required as different algorithm. After generalization I need to 

find and select the best algorithm for data analysis. I tried different type of algorithm for finding 

the accurate result. I use Data decision tree, Data naive Bayes, data random forest and DataKNN 

algorithm. So it’s really hard job to find which one is the best Algorithm for this research. 
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And third and last challenge is create a result output as visualize in display. For create this type of 

system we need to find a best library in python and applied it in this research purpose for displaying 

the output as visualize. 

So that, above problem that I faced for researching this topic. Mentioned challenges are the main 

and difficult tasks for me. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter gives an outline of research method that were followed in the study. It provides 

information about research subject and also instrumentation that is the criteria for inclusion in the 

study. Which is the data collection procedure and what kind of data are required for this research 

this was mentioned in this chapter. In this chapter also provide the mathematical method and 

statistical analysis of collected data about natural disasters. Another and last part of this chapter is 

implementation requirement of this research. In this part provide which tools and algorithm was 

used for this study and describe about it. Moreover, this chapter discussed about every type of 

research methodology those was used for this study. 

3.2 Research Subject and Instrumentation 

In this part of chapter I discussed about research subject. The topic of this research is Natural 

disaster tracking in context of Bangladesh using data mining system. Bangladesh is a land of 

Natural disasters. We know that every year many types of disaster are attacking in our country. 

The reason of attacking disaster big number of loses are faced in every years. For this reason I 

tried to research about it and find the damaging rate and find the prediction of disaster type using 

damaging. I collected last five year real time data of natural disaster and analysis this data by using 

prediction algorithm and classification algorithm for this study. And finally find the actual result 

of research. I think it’s really essential research for our government and other NGO for making a 

preplan about natural disaster for upcoming year. Above topic are the research subject and study 

material for this thesis. 

Instrumentation of this research is the main important part of any thesis. A Research instrument is 

a tool used to collect measure and analyze data related to research work. The research instrument 

is usually determined by researcher and is tired to the study methodology. We know that there are 

different type of instrument are available for research purpose. So, that I use a web scraping 

technique and method for collection data about natural disaster. This is the best way and authentic 
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way to collect data from online newspaper. In the next point of this this chapter which is data 

collection procedure I described about web scraping method. 

 

3.3 Data Collection Procedure  

In this part I discuss about data collection procedure .I have studied different kinds of newspaper 

for scraping the natural disaster related data from them. I follow two online newspaper The Daily 

Prothom Alo and The Daily bdnews24.com as a trusted two. The newspaper section of The Daily 

Prothom Alo is organized in such way that it makes me believable on the other hand 

bdnews24.com is the first and top most online newspaper in our country those reason I can proceed 

to the further work. 

3.3.1 Describe the Newspaper Scraping Algorithm  

 Initially take the url of the newspaper section as str. 

 Open targeted page with BeautifulSoup for parsing html Code with soup. 

 After opening the page stored the selected section. 

 Collect the headline and links in headline = []. 

 Check the Natural disaster list = [] in headline. 

 Open the opennews() if disaster list find in the headline. 

 Open the paragraph tag of the news and stored in x. 

 Collect data from x. 

3.3.2 Data collection process  

For collecting data we have executed the further step from the selected type paragraph stored in x. 

The further steps are: 

 Convert the whole paragraph in lower case. 

 After that convert the lower cased paragraph latter number to integer. 

 Then focus on place of disaster affected area. 

 After finding it search the damaging rate of disaster and other related information. 
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 Create a natural disaster list by date. 

 Make a raw csv file. 

 Then generalized data for target structural format. 

 Make another csv file for training dataset for machine. 

 

3.4 Statistical Analysis 

After getting the data from scraping the newspaper then generalized data. Data generalization is a 

process by using this method dataset are get targeted structure as required statistical calculation.  

So, that I have used the csv file to find the most affected disaster list according to the natural 

disaster. For getting an accurate output I used four different type of prediction algorithm and 

classifier algorithm those are Data decision tree Algorithm, Data random forest Algorithm this two 

are prediction algorithm on another hand Data naive bayes, Data KNN Algorithm  this two are 

classifier algorithm. Now describes the algorithm started in below- 

3.4.1 Data Decision Tree Algorithm  

 Read the csv file. 

 Store all natural disaster data in k_data = [] as a training dataset. 

 Store test data are store in t_data = []. 

 Select training data from x and total value of each attribute of x has been calculated. 

 All target data are store on y. 

 Test data are contain in x_pred . 

 Testing data target are contain in y_pred. 

 Define the classifier clf = tree.decisionTreeClassifier(). 

 Compare a training data with target data clf = clf.fit(x,y). 

 Predicted the targeted output as an array. 

 Give an Accuracy result of prediction. 

 Get another output using a confusion matrix. 
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[N.B] Data random forest Algorithm follow the same mechanism as Data decision tree. In this 

algorithm generate a more tree for give an accurate results. 

3.4.2 Data Naive Bayes Algorithm  

 Read the csv file. 

 Store all natural disaster data in k_data = [] as a training dataset. 

 Store test data are store in t_data = []. 

 Select training data from x and total value of each attribute of x has been calculated. 

 All target data are store on y. 

 Test data are contain in x_pred . 

 Testing data target are contain in y_pred. 

 Define the classifier clf = GaussianNB(). 

 Compare a training data with target data clf = clf.fit(x,y). 

 Predicted the targeted output as an array. 

 Give an Accuracy result of prediction. 

 Get another output using a confusion matrix. 

[N.B] Data KNN algorithm are provide a most nearest similar data as a targeted data set and this 

algorithm are not give satisfying result as I expect for this thesis.  

3.5 Implementation Requirement  

In this part I described about implementation requirement and tools. For implementing this 

research I used various type of tools such as Anaconda, Jupiter notebook, Microsoft excel in 

different purpose.  

 3.5.1 Operating Environment 

Operating environment is important part for run all type of implementing tools. I used a windows 

OS for this purpose. Windows I good platform for implementing this research. I used windows 10 

64-bit but 32-bit or 86x are also capable to run any kinds of tools for implementing. In linux OS 

those tools will also run. 
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3.5.2 Language for Implementation  

Language selection is the challenging and most important part for implementation. In this research 

I use a python language. Python is most popular and most reliable programming language. Mostly  

This type research work and implementation part are easily implementing by using python 

language. Data mining related algorithm are perfectly work if use this language. It give a best 

accurate output what I required for this research work. That’s the reason I use this language. 

3.5.3 Development Tools 

I used anaconda and Jupiter notebook as a development tools. Anaconda is an open-source 

distribution of the python language which one we used as a program language. For All type of data 

mining related work are develop easily using anaconda. It provide big number of library that are 

required for developing purpose of code. It also provide a Jupiter notebook. Jupiter notebook is a 

web-based open-source application that allow an interactive computing notebook environment. 

Edit and run human-readable docs or csv file while describing the data analysis work.  

3.5.4 Dataset  

I had to create a dataset for implementation of natural disaster data. For containing all different 

type of data in individual columns. Create a csv file and use it in data analysis purpose. Because 

all type of Data analysis algorithm required a csv format file as a dataset. That’s the reason I use 

csv file. 

3.5.5 Browser Dependency  

Browser dependency is another issue for any development work. In this research work don’t have 

any browser dependency issue. We know that there are various kinds of browser are available such 

a chrome, Firefox, Opera, torch, Microsoft edge etc. All browser are capable the Jupiter notebook.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction  

In this chapter I provided all experimental results which had been done for this research purpose. 

I also provided various type of statistical model that are required for this thesis. Newspaper 

scraping result and raw dataset and generalizing dataset are gave on this chapter. Python code has 

implemented based on the different type of algorithm and methods stated on this chapter. The 

results and their analysis with the graph has been also stated. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

Experimental results of this thesis are provided on this part. Newspaper scraping result, 

implementation result of algorithm all are provided in this part. 

4.2.1 Result of Newspaper Scraping 

The scraping result I have got has been implemented in a csv file. Which contains the disaster 

name, Area affected, Crop land, Union affected, Died, Education affected, Home destroy, 

Homeless, Injured, Missing, Place, Relocated, Victim, Road destroy, Loss value, Agriculture loss 

value, Bridge Affected. There are 5 top most occurred disaster information are store in csv file 

which are occurred in last five year. There are total 483 rows of data was collected and store in csv 

file. I have tied to show some attributes from the csv file in the following figure. 
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Figure 4.1: Raw dataset of newspaper scrapping before generalization in csv file.  

We see that all natural disaster are store in csv file. There were no duplicate data in there. All data 

are real time data that are directly collect from Newspaper those are trusted source of data. I will 

work for the further implementation. 

 

Figure 4.2: dataset of newspaper scrapping after generalization in csv file. 
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Generalization is a process by using it data are convert from string to numeric value for 

understanding machine. Because we know that, if we try to train any machine we must provide a 

numeric value to train the machine. Machine can’t understand string data. In this dataset 0 = 

Thundering, 1 = Flood, 2 = River erosion, 3 = cyclone, 4 = storm. That’s why I generalized dataset 

before implementing algorithm. 

4.2.2 Result of Data Decision Tree Algorithm  

Data decision tree is a prediction algorithm that use for data analysis work in data mining field. 

Data I choose this Data Decision tree algorithm because it’s give a best result of this research work 

as I required. Its gives a best accurate result compare with others Algorithm that had I implement 

for accurate result. I give the result and accuracy of implementing this algorithm in showing via 

figure.  

  

Figure 4.3: Result and accuracy of disaster tracking using prediction algorithm. 

Show that: 

 Define the Data decision tree algorithm. 

 Calculate the damage value and compare with training data with targeted dataset (x,y). 
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 After comparing give a prediction result as an array wise. 

 And accuracy given by Metrix.  

See that, accuracy rate is 0.95 out of 1.00 those are the best result compared with others algorithm. 

 

4.2.3 Result of Data Naive Bayes Algorithm 

Data Naïve Bayes Algorithm is classification algorithm. This algorithm use for data analysis 

propose in Data mining field. Naïve bayes algorithm give a worst result in this research 

implementation work. It give a very low accuracy rate compared with others algorithm that had I 

implement in data analysis propose. I give the result and accuracy of implementing this algorithm 

in showing via figure.   

 

Figure 4.4: Result and accuracy of disaster tracking using Classification algorithm. 

Show that: 
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 Define the Data naive bayes algorithm. 

 Calculate the damage value and compare with training data with targeted dataset (x,y). 

 After comparing give a prediction result as an array wise. 

 And accuracy given by Metrix.  

See that, Accuracy is 0.25 out of 1.00.This algorithm give a very low accuracy and worst result in 

research work those are required. Data naive bayes algorithm follow one strategy which is when 

it’s analysis any data set its search and target majority data. That’s the reason it can’t predict data 

accurately. 

So that, Data decision tree algorithm gives a best prediction and accurate result compared with 

Data naive bayes algorithm. 

4.3 Descriptive Analysis 

In this part I provided a Statistical Model which I got via data analysis process in data mining field. 

I showing the bar chart of top affected area by specific disaster, pie chart of disaster affecting 

information of specific disaster and most affected disaster in specific place.  

This time I select a river erosion as a disaster and Jamalpur as a place. For the further 

implementation I will use another diasrer and another place. 

4.3.1 Result of Statistical model    

 

Figure 4.5: most affected disaster in specific place. 
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Show that, in jamalpur are mostly affected by Flood, second most is thundering and third one is 

River erosion. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Pie chart of disaster affecting information of specific disaster. 

Show that, this is the River erosion information of Jamalpur. See that huge number of people are 

victim of River erosion and second huge number of people are homeless. So many home are 

destroy by river erosion in last 5 year. 
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Figure 4.7: Bar chart of top affected area by specific disaster. 

See that, this is the affecting result of River erosion of Bangladesh. We see that Shariatpur and 

Gaibandha are top and second top are Rajbari those area are most affected area by River erosion 

in last 5 year. 

4.4 Summary 

We know that, Bangladesh is a natural disaster prone country. So that, in this chapter I was show 

the implementation work and result and also show the accuracy of result. I provided web scraping 

result, Prediction Algorithm result and also provided Statistical model for better understanding 

about research. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

5.1 Summary of the Study  

In this part I summarize of this research work. The Natural disaster related data are collected by 

using web scraping. I select the top most Newspaper in our country for collected real-time data 

which are trusted source and they also provide accurate information. After collect data I store those 

data in csv file and apply the Data Decision Tree Algorithm and Data Naive Bayes Algorithm for 

prediction result of Natural disaster and also got an accuracy of implementation result.I also 

implemented the Statistical method to find a most affected disaster in specific place, Pie chart of 

disaster affecting information of specific disaster and Bar chart of top affected area by specific 

disaster and got a result of statistical analysis. 

5.2 Limitation and conclusions 

Natural disasters in the form of Floods, river erosion, cyclone, storm, thundering that claim 

numerous lives, cause significant damage of the properties. The effects have been much more serve 

in developing country such as Bangladesh compared to developed countries. Reason of study about 

natural disaster and research about it in context of our country to find a prediction result and track 

the natural disaster. 

By using this system our government and Non-government organization (NGO) will take a perfect 

decision and make a pre plan for upcoming year. This is really helpful for them.Every research 

work have some limitation. So that, in this research work have one limitation. Which is skewed 

dataset. Skewed dataset means some of disaster data are more then with others disaster data. This 

is happed for real time based dataset. But this not a big issue to effecting research implementation 

work. 
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5.3 Recommendation for future works 

For the further development of this research work in future, it have really a good opportunity to 

create a more big data set and implementation this data set using this method. It has opportunity 

to build an Android apps or web-based application to find an information about natural disaster. 

Real time data collection procedure will change by getting information form online source. So data 

collection procedure will get a dynamic way. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Research Reflection 

During my research I was faced many problems. I had to learn different type of Data mining 

techniques, machine learning and implementing different type of Algorithm on my research work. 

After then I had use various prediction algorithm and classifier algorithm then train my data set 

for expected out of this research work. After finishing this research work I have get a depth 

knowledge about machine learning and data mining techniques and implementing processing. I 

hope this knowledge will helpful for me in future.  

Appendix B: Related Issues 

 

Figure 4.2.2.1: Result and accuracy of disaster tracking using prediction algorithm. 

In Figure 4.2.2.1 shows that prediction result of disaster and result. In this case i use a Data decision 

tree Algorithm and get and accuracy 0.95% out of 1.00. 
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